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Abstract: Binge-eating disorder (BED) is a highly prevalent disorder. Subthreshold BED conditions
(sBED) are even more frequent in youth, but their significance regarding BED etiology and long-
term prognosis is unclear. A better understanding of brain findings associated with BED and
sBED, in the context of critical periods for neurodevelopment, is relevant to answer such questions.
The present narrative review starts from the knowledge of the development of emotional self-
regulation in youth, and the brain circuits supporting emotion-regulation and eating behaviour.
Next, neuroimaging studies with sBED and BED samples will be reviewed, and their brain-circuitry
overlap will be examined. Deficits in inhibition control systems are observed to precede, and
hyperactivity of reward regions to characterize, sBED, with overlapping findings in BED. The
imbalance between reward/inhibition systems, and the implication of interoception/homeostatic
processing brain systems should be further examined. Recent knowledge of the potential impact that
the high consumption of ultra-processed foods in paediatric samples may have on these sBED/BED-
associated brain systems is then discussed. There is a need to identify, early on, those sBED individuals
at risk of developing BED at neurodevelopmental stages when there is a great possibility of prevention.
However, more neuroimaging studies with sBED/BED pediatric samples are needed.

Keywords: binge eating; emotional eating; ultra-processed food; reward; inhibition; MRI; children;
adolescents

1. Introduction

Binge-eating disorder (BED) has been a diagnosis on its own only since the last edi-
tion of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [1] in 2013.
However, data on prevalence already suggest it is the most-prevalent eating disorder
worldwide [2]. The first peak of prevalence occurs in adolescence [3], at 1–3% in children
and adolescents [3], and 3% for subclinical presentations [4]. BED prevalence rises to
37% in populations of adolescents with obesity [5,6]. Despite the high prevalence, full
comprehension of the diagnosis and its pathophysiological mechanisms is still in its in-
fancy, particularly regarding youths, who frequently have a different clinical presentation
compared to adults [7].

BED involves at-least-weekly episodes of binge eating, which imply eating a large
amount of food in a discrete time period and with a sense of lack of control over it [1]. It is
associated with physical and psychiatric comorbidities and a high impact on quality of life
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and disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) [2,8]. Regarding physical comorbidity, BED is
most frequently associated with obesity, which confers a risk of other medical conditions
such as metabolic and cardiovascular diseases, leading causes of death worldwide [9].
Psychiatric comorbidities are the norm more than the exception, representing more than
60% lifetime prevalence in subjects with BED, mostly anxiety and mood disorders [10,11].
While BED is a recognized disorder, other related presentations have attracted interest
in the literature. These presentations are either subclinical or precursor forms of BED
(from now on, sBED), which are defined by different but clinically overlapping terminology
throughout the scientific literature. Such constructs are not validated, are mostly descriptive,
and most do not use operationalized criteria. In some cases, but not all, individuals with
these conditions might be diagnosed with specified or unspecified DSM-5 eating disorder
categories (“other specified feeding or eating disorder”, OSFED, or “eating disorder not
otherwise specified”, EDNOS) [1]. Some examples are disordered eating [12], dysregulated
eating behaviour [13], uncontrolled eating [14,15], emotional eating [16], overeating disorder [15],
disinhibited eating [17], LOC eating (loss of control overeating), the latter being the sole
condition with operationalized criteria [5,18,19]. Another closely related concept is food
addiction, a construct under considerable debate for the last 10 years that entails compulsive
and dysregulated intake of high-calorie foods [20–23]. Food addiction is a transdiagnostic
construct; it is present in non-clinical and clinical samples. For example, it is found in high
percentages in clinical samples of eating disorders (between 41.5% and 72.2% in BED) [24].

In comparison with adults, incomplete sBED forms are more frequent in youths, which
is partially explained by the developmental differences between the two groups [7]. For
example, binges in children generally entail lower energy intake, and unadjusted behaviour
is likely limited by the environment (i.e., limited access to food) [7]. Considering this,
adapted criteria have been proposed to detect BED in youths, although this is not a DSM-5
validated diagnosis and it is not widely used in the literature (see refs. [25–28]). BED
diagnoses are frequently preceded by sBED in paediatric populations, with symptoms such
as LOC eating, eating in response to emotions, eating without hunger, and overeating being
associated with a higher risk for later BED development in different studies [18,19,29,30].
Of note, the prevalence of sBED in children is stable across childhood [31] and the presence
of sBED in childhood is associated with a higher risk, compared to adulthood, for more
severe binge eating and other eating disorders such as bulimia nervosa [19,32]. The rate
of diagnostic conversion from sBED to BED is not clear, and to our knowledge, only one
study has evaluated this matter, reporting 28% transition from sBED to BED in a group of
adolescents during a 8-year of follow-up [33]. Given that it was a community study, the
sample of sBED was very small (n = 18).

The most important known underlying factor in BED and sBED is deficiency in
emotional regulation strategies [34,35], which refers to the ability to regulate emotional
responses and to inhibit impulses for immediate gratification in the service of waiting for
larger, delayed rewards [36]. In this scenario, binge-eating episodes are considered mal-
adaptive strategies to cope with negative affections (e.g., sadness, boredom, restlessness)
and/or to obtain rewarding experiences [7,37]. Indeed, difficulties in emotional identifica-
tion and awareness, impulsivity, reward sensitivity, depressive symptoms, low self-esteem,
anxiety, ruminative tendencies, and the presence of an attention deficit and hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) have been found to predict sBED or to be associated with binge-eating
scores [19,22,35,38–42]. For ADHD, the overlapping of implicated brain circuits in the two
pathologies suggests common neurological substrates or pathophysiological processes [15].
Notably, brain circuits underlying emotional regulation processes develop during child-
hood and adolescence, coinciding with the emergence of sBED. While some research has
been conducted on these circuits in the context of sBED/BED, for example, to evaluate
prefrontal responses to inhibition-processing demands, or reward processes at the level
of the nucleus accumbens—among other regions—our understanding of the relationship
between the development of underlying emotion-regulation brain systems in youth and
sBED/BED remains limited. In this regard, some studies have suggested that sBED and
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BED are mediated by premorbid deficits in neural systems regulating emotions which
confer a vulnerability for sBED/BED development [19,35,43].

In contrast, other studies have suggested that dietary restraint is involved in the
development of BED (restraint model) [44–47], while others have implied that sBED, and
possibly BED, originate in long-term hypercaloric food consumption [35]. The literature
supporting the former is rather mixed, and results might depend on the evaluated outcome
(i.e., bulimia nervosa, BED or sBED), the sample characteristics (i.e., subjects with obesity
vs. community samples), the variables studied (i.e., fasting, low-calory diets, regularity
of meals), and the evaluation of other concomitant factors (i.e., dieting due to internal
motivations related to body dissatisfaction vs. other reasons for dieting) [44–50]. Once
BED is established, however, regular eating and no skipping of meals are two of the most
important factors to overcome the disorder [49]. Regarding the long-term hypercaloric
food consumption hypothesis, recent evidence points towards an association between high
consumption and exposure to ultra-processed foods and drinks (UPF in advance) and the
development of sBED and BED [51,52]. In addition, current evidence links UPF consump-
tion with sBED/BED-associated brain systems (see further). Children and adolescents show
high rates of UPF consumption, with estimates indicating that they obtain between 29% and
68% of their total energy intake from UPF consumption, a figure which increased by 5.6%
between 1999 and 2018 [53,54]. In Spain, the percentage of UPF among all food purchases
almost tripled between 1990 and 2010 (from 11.0% to 31.7%) [55]. Notably, this previous
data are concurrent with the alarming rise in obesity prevalence in youth [9,53,56,57].

Given that eating disorders are better understood from a biopsychosocial frame-
work [58], it is important to note that other factors are also important contributors to the
development of sBED and BED. The etiology of eating disorders is indeed multifactorial
and complex, characterized by a dynamic interplay among biological factors (e.g., inher-
itable traits, neurodevelopmental influences, neuroendocrinological factors), as well as
psychological (e.g., personality traits such as low self-esteem) and environmental factors
(e.g., sociocultural expectations) [58,59]. Moreover, all of these factors can both trigger and
perpetuate eating disorders [59]. In the context of children and adolescents and sBED/BED,
one important factor includes food-learning habits, for example through parental style
(extensively studied, as in [60–62]); parents might use practices such as restricting food
access to the child, pressuring the child to eat, or using food as a reward or in an attempt to
regulate negative emotions [62]. Such a relationship, however, is seen to be complex and
bilaterally associated with child behaviour [60]. Nevertheless, the contribution of all these
variables to sBED/BED are beyond the scope of this review and will not be covered here.

A better comprehension of the link between sBED conditions and BED pathophysiol-
ogy, both clinically and at the level of the brain, as well as the long-term trajectory of these
two forms during vulnerable neurodevelopmental periods, might help to detect and treat
those individuals at greater risk for BED [63]. In addition, it is also necessary to review the
evidence of the association between the consumption of UPF, BED, and sBED forms, in
order to identify and examine new factors that may contribute to increasing the clinical
and subclinical presentation of this eating disorder.

Review Scope

In the present narrative review, we aim to provide a clear picture of the convergence
between brain alterations in sBED in children and adolescence, and those under full BED
forms. To that end, we will first provide a brief review of the brain circuit’s underlying eat-
ing behaviour (Section 2), as well as of the neurodevelopment of emotional self-regulation
processes (Section 3). In Section 4, we will synthetize the neuroimaging studies conducted
on sBED and BED, and draw conclusions regarding the convergence and divergence of the
findings, if possible. The preliminary evidence linking the high consumption of UPF, sBED,
and BED is reviewed in Section 5. In Section 6, we conclude by suggesting lines of research
for future studies. Despite not conducting a systematic review (while others exist, such
as [13]), a selection of reviewed articles has been conducted using a systematic search on
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three different databases (Pubmed, Scopus, WoS), specifically looking for magnetic reso-
nance studies in children and adolescents and on binge eating or subtheshold conditions
such as emotional eating or food addiction. We apologize in advance to our colleagues
whose work has been omitted unintentionally or due to space constraints.

2. Eating Brain Circuitry

Eating behaviour is driven by several psychobiological factors that include homeostatic
factors, the coding of rewarding properties of food, and other individual psychosocial
factors associated with eating [64]. Food is processed through ascending sensory pathways
that bring information about the properties of food (smell, taste, texture) to the brain.
For example, gustatory information is processed by the cranial nerves, the nucleus of the
solitary tract, and the gustatory thalamus [65]. Information from different sensory channels
is then largely integrated to the frontal opercula and insular cortex [65–69]. Next, the
orbitofrontal region (its caudolateral parts considered the secondary cortical taste) assigns
reinforcement values to food [70,71]. Other limbic and cognitive neural systems involved
in eating behaviour modulate this primary response, for example, in the anticipation of the
food stimulus, in the hedonic or emotional response, and in approaching behaviour related
to food stimuli [72]. These regions might be conceptualized as a ventral system (emotional,
excitatory) and a dorsal system (cognitive, inhibitory). This model has been used to explain
other eating disorders, such as anorexia nervosa [73].

The ventral system is composed of the striato-limbic and ventral parts of the prefrontal
cortex, and it sends information to more dorsal prefrontal pathways (bottom-up). It is
involved in the monitorization of internal and external responses, such as the identification
of emotional significance, encoding the value for a choice, and in hedonically motivated
eating behaviours, including craving [72,74–77]. For example, the orbitofrontal cortex and
the striatum (dorsal- and ventral-encompassing the nucleus accumbens, the hub area of
the reward system) are involved in both the anticipation and the consummatory food
reward [78–81]. Within this circuit, the insular cortex is a multimodal region that integrates
primary sensory and interoceptive information with emotional, cognitive, and motivational
signals in a posterior-to-anterior anatomical progression [69,82,83]. Together with the
thalamus, it encodes the organoleptic properties of food and food energy, and regulates
energy balance, feeding, and satiety [67,84]. As an example, the response of the insular
cortex is associated with gut hormone responses and peripheral blood glucose levels [84,85].
Thus, the insular cortex plays an important role in homeostasis and interoceptive processes
involved in eating behaviour [86,87]. In addition, anterior parts of the insula have been
consistently involved in craving, including food craving [88–90].

The dorsal system (top-down), in turn, includes prefrontal regions, and it exerts
control over subcortical striato-limbic structures [73,91]. This neural system is in charge
of executive functions, such as planning and organization for problem solving, which
are crucial to direct behaviours toward objectives, and to inhibit behaviours [73]. For
instance, it is critically involved in the decision to eat or to inhibit the desire (or craving) to
eat [92]. Under physiological conditions, the balance functioning between these ventral
and dorsal neural systems, and their interaction with homeostatic regulatory circuits in
the hypothalamus, will finally determine food intake (for a review, see [93,94]). Alterations
within the ventral and dorsal systems are thought to characterize sBED/BED [95]. The next
section will provide a review of our knowledge regarding the standard neurodevelopment
of brain systems involved in emotional self-regulation and the potential implication for the
risk of developing BED.

3. Neurodevelopment of Emotional Self-Regulation

As mentioned, deficits in emotional regulation processes crucially underlie sBED
and BED [34,35]. Adaptive self-emotional regulation is achieved over life by learning
processes, with cognitive reappraisal being the most studied. Cognitive reappraisal entails
deliberately altering the self-relevant meaning (an appraisal) of an emotion-inducing
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stimulus to change its emotional impact [96]. Its frequent use is linked to an improved
control of emotions, cognitive performance, and interpersonal functioning [97]. Children
can engage in cognitive reappraisal with adult guidance between the ages of three and
five but it is not until middle childhood, around 6–7 years of age, that they are able to
independently reappraise emotional stimuli if instructed to do so (for a review see [98]).

The effective employment of cognitive reappraisal is dependent on underlying execu-
tive functions, such as working memory and attentional shifting [99]. In congruence with
the normal development of prefrontal-supporting executive systems, neuropsychological
and neuroimaging studies suggest that this strategy is not effective until adolescence [98].
Such studies indicate that from middle childhood into late adolescence, the use of reap-
praisal effectively downregulates the activity within core limbic brain structures involved
in emotion generation (e.g., amygdala) [98] (for a review of the network implicated in cog-
nitive reappraisal, see [100]). Among the diverse prefrontal areas implicated in cognitive
reappraisal, the ventrolateral and medial prefrontal cortices have been repeatedly associ-
ated with the effectiveness of reappraisal in studies, with samples ranging from middle
to young adulthood [101]. These regions are associated with the appropriate inhibition
of automatic appraisals and the selection of alternate ones, and with the representation
of the reward value of goal-directed behaviours [100]. Children, with a yet immature
prefrontal system, are more dependent on external regulation, mostly from parents [102].
Other factors, such as the temperament of the child and biological factors such as func-
tional non-pathological differences in neurotransmitter receptors (serotonin, dopamine)
contribute to these processes [103–105].

Thus, childhood and adolescence are key periods for learning emotional regulatory
strategies, which are supported differentially across ages. While young children depend
greatly on the presence of consistent environment control over the predominance of more
limbic and reward-based own drivers, middle children and adolescents rely more on their
own self-regulatory strategies, supported by their prefrontal cortex systems and built on
temperament characteristics and learning experiences [106]. Although the emergence of
sBED and BED may be more evident in adolescents, when autonomy is gained [13], altered
relationship with food- and brain-based dysfunction might have started earlier, for example,
with learning processes fostered by the immediate environment.

4. sBED-Related Brain Vulnerability Markers and BED

This section will first review the studies conducted with samples presenting sBED
conditions, and then summarize those conducted with subjects with a BED diagnosis across
the main clinical domains of dysfunction.

4.1. Response and Behavioral Inhibition Deficits

Several studies suggest that primary deficits in inhibitory functions, supported by
prefrontal regions, may underlie the deficits in emotional regulation that confer a vulner-
ability for sBED and BED [19]. In particular, children or adolescents with such deficits
might feel overwhelmed and might fail to cope using adaptative responses [19] when
exposed to stressful and negativity-inducing situations (e.g., threats and social losses). In
such situations, vulnerable subjects may show a rush for eating (usually palatable) food,
which avoids facing emotions and initially reduces the negative affect by the obtainment
of pleasure [19,107–109]. While this model has been more extensively studied in binges
occurring in bulimia nervosa [99], there is some limited evidence for sBED and BED.

At the neural level, some studies give support to deficits in behavioural inhibitory
functions in sBED. For example, in adolescents with sBED, one study showed evidence of
decreased activation of the frontoparietal and temporal regions during inhibitory processing
in a functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) study using the go/no-go task [110]. Similarly,
in another study, adolescent girls with sBED and obesity failed to engage prefrontal regions
(ventromedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices) in an emotion regulation task in the
context of negative mood induction through a peer-interaction paradigm [111]. In another
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pilot study, preadolescents with overweight or obesity and sBED were exposed to an
intermittent food restriction paradigm during a magnetic resonance session, in which
they received different milkshake flavours in a restricted vs. unrestricted manner [112];
sBED subjects, compared to weight- and sex-matched controls, presented increased activity
in self-regulatory and attention regions (right prefrontal regions, left cingulate, and left
cuneus) during restricted conditions. Hyperactivations were suggested as representing an
increased cognitive effort to regulate emotions under such restrictive conditions [112].

Longitudinal studies using community samples might be more informative in disen-
tangling whether these alterations are or are not primary deficits. Most of these studies
come from large longitudinal cohorts in healthy children and adolescents, such as the ABCD
study (United States population [113]) or the IMAGEN study (European population [114]).
For example, a study from the IMAGEN cohort (n = 1607) showed that greater responses of
the anterior cingulate cortex and medial prefrontal cortex during failed inhibition trials in
a stop signal task at 14 years of age were associated with the development of disordered
eating behaviours at 16 (self-reported binge eating and purging episodes), compared to
healthy controls [107]. The authors suggested that the increased activation may work
as an early compensatory mechanism for inhibitory deficits, which could point towards
a potential early biomarker of sBED. Importantly, the brain alterations reported by all
these studies were not accompanied by deficits in task-behavioural responses, suggesting
inhibitory control performance is not necessarily impaired in sBED, and it also indicates
that compensatory mechanisms may be effective. Further studies should elucidate whether
such prefrontal hyperactivation is or is not a useful biomarker of sBED and/or its transition
to BED.

In BED, evidence of poor impulse control or decreased inhibitory control comes mostly
from limited examinations of adult samples (see reviews in [43,91,115]). In the systematic
review and meta-analysis in obesity of Lavagnino et al. [43], the authors concluded that,
while subjects with obesity (adults and youths) showed decreased inhibitory control per-
formance, such performance did not differ between subjects (only adults) with BED and
those without BED. In contrast, a decreased neural activation in prefrontal areas during
inhibitory tasks characterized adult subjects with BED and obesity compared to subjects
with obesity and without BED in two other studies [116,117].

In conclusion, the very limited literature found in children and adolescents gives some
support for alterations in brain regions involved in inhibition control as a potential early
dysfunction that facilitates sBED. Based on the reviewed studies, the different directions
of the findings (i.e., hypo- vs. hyperactivations) might depend on age (i.e., younger ages
presenting hyperactivations), the premorbid stage vs. consolidated sBED (i.e., hyperac-
tivations prior to sBED development) or even the nature and potential triggering effects
of the tasks used (i.e., hyperactivations during a simulation of intermittent restriction
vs. hypoactivation during tasks purely evaluating cold-cognition, such as the go/no-go
task). There is a lack of information in BED on youths, and the literature is mixed on adult
samples.

4.2. Reward-Based Deficits

Other studies have suggested that some youth, considered vulnerable to sBED/BED
and to obesity, might present either a hypo- or hyperresponsive reward system, which can
drive them towards developing sBED or BED [118,119]. However, according to Stice and
Burger [118], there is little support for the reward deficit theory [14], while the hyperre-
sponsiveness hypothesis is nowadays the theory with the largest support. In this respect,
some authors have suggested that the impulsivity that characterizes children with sBED
may be explained by an increased sensitivity to reward and decreased ability to delay
gratification [120]. Subjects with full BED forms clinically present increased preference for
immediate (food or other stimuli) reward as opposed to delayed [109], greater food-reward
sensitivity, and greater rash-spontaneous behaviour in the context of food [121].
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Some studies have reported neural differences in response to reward in samples with
sBED conditions. For example, in one study of healthy children, the symptom “eating
in the absence of hunger” was positively associated with the activation of the nucleus
accumbens [74]. In community-based cohorts, one study of the ABCD project observed that
certain structural differences of key reward brain regions (i.e., cellular density in the nucleus
accumbens) during childhood (9–10 years old) were associated with body mass index at
the one-year follow-up (n = 2212) [122]. The authors discussed the results in the context of
obesity and possibly unhealthy eating, although the percentage of obesity or presence of
unhealthy eating could not be reported [122]. Another study of the same cohort of children
evidenced that higher functional resting state connectivity between the nucleus accumbens
and the frontoparietal network was predictive of BMI increase over time, although only for
the female group [123]. In adolescents, one study in a community sample (n = 122) observed
that those with BED symptoms (possibly a mixed sample sBED/BED), compared to those
without, showed an increased reward-receipt response in the caudate in a reward-guessing
task when money was won [95]. In this same study, the activation of both the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex and of the caudate during reward receipt correlated positively with binge
symptoms severity; in addition, there were no between-group activity differences during
the anticipation of reward in any of the selected regions (striatum, medial prefrontal cortex,
orbitofrontal cortex, and amygdala) [95].

BED has received more attention in the study of reward-based neural responses, but
mostly in adults. A recent systematic review concluded that BED and sBED were character-
ized by lower resting frontostriatal connectivity, but higher activation of this neural system
when anticipating or receiving food (see [75], adult BED studies [124–132], with only one
including adolescents with BED, a resting-state study [133]). In this review, studies in adults
with BED also showed the hyperactivation of the insula during the anticipation of reward,
but a lower activation when receiving the reward [75]. Another study in a mixed sample
of adults with bulimia nervosa and binge-eating disorder suggested differential reward-
receipt responses depending on the stimulus: increased activity in reward-processing
regions when receiving food, but no differences in response to monetary reward [134].
Other studies also reported that reward-based responses might vary according to homeo-
static state [87]; for example, in preclinical models of BED, the normal decreases in food
reward value at the orbitofrontal cortex when satiated [135] are attenuated [87], akin to
what is observed in humans in bulimia nervosa [136]. However, to our knowledge, the
interaction between homeostatic and reward processes has not been explored in BED or
sBED samples.

In summary, and in accordance with the existing literature, the observed behavioural
increased sensitivity to reward in sBED and BED is complemented by some evidence of
the hyperactivation of hub regions of the reward system, or hyperconnectivity between
these and prefrontal regions in sBED and BED. Research is again very scarce in youth
BED samples, and studies evaluating brain responses to reward in its different processes
(e.g., anticipation, receipt, learning, delay), homeostatic states (i.e., fasting, satiety), and in
response to different stimuli (i.e., money, food, others) are lacking.

4.3. Beyond Inhibition and Reward

Although we described the different processes that may be implicated in sBED con-
ditions and full BED forms (e.g., inhibition and reward-based processes) independently,
they are, however, interrelated, with reciprocal influences of one brain system with another,
and partially reliant on overlapping brain systems [77,137]. Indeed, based on the restricted
literature on youth and the larger body of literature on adults, one possibility is that BED
is better explained by an imbalance between the two systems, rather than independent
alterations in either of them. Interestingly, one preclinical study provides support for this
idea; the researchers found evidence that changes in the connectivity between prefrontal
(i.e., medial prefrontal cortex) and nucleus accumbens might lead either to vulnerability or
resilience to an addiction-like behaviour with food intake [138]. In particular, the enhance-
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ment of synaptic excitatory transmission in this circuit (both at the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex and nucleus accumbens) prevented such behaviour, while the inhibition of neuronal
activity in this pathway (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, in its projections to the nucleus
accumbens) led to compulsive food seeking [138]. This provides specific brain targets of
vulnerability to be evaluated in humans.

In turn, the presence of sBED conditions is also believed to challenge the homeo-
static regulation of eating behaviour (and thus the balance between hunger and satiety),
thereby increasing the risk of food overconsumption and health problems (e.g., obesity,
diabetes) [139]. Connections from the basolateral amygdala to the lateral hypothalamus
during satiety have been implicated in susceptibility to weight gain both in rodents and hu-
mans [140], and in one study in adolescents with excess weight, increased resting-state con-
nectivity between the lateral hypothalamus and midbrain was associated with sBED [141].
In a systematic review in children and adolescents, sBED conditions were associated with
alterations in frontostriatal and frontoparietal regions involved in self-regulatory processes,
but also in regions involved in satiety signalling and interception [13].

Other studies support the idea that alterations in limbic regions would significantly
contribute to the expression of full BED forms. This is congruent with clinical observations
that binges take place in response to stress and negative affects [19,91] and with, for example,
evidence for greater secretion of stress hormones and enzymes (i.e., salivary cortisol, alpha-
amylase) in women with BED compared to healthy controls in response to a social stress-
inducing task [142]. The few studies that have assessed the limbic system in full BED forms
point toward alterations in the amygdala, the anterior insula, the hippocampus, ventral
regions of the anterior cingulate cortex, and ventromedial prefrontal and orbitofrontal
cortices [91,143]. For example, a neuroimaging study with a small sample of BED women
showed a decreased activation of the hippocampus when exposed to unpleasant (physical,
social) stressors [144]. Finally, a recent study evaluated connectivity between different brain
systems during the resting state in pre-adolescent children with BED compared to healthy
children, finding aberrant connectivity in prefrontal to amygdala and in anterior cingulate
cortex to orbitofrontal cortex regions [133]. However, to our knowledge, there is no other
information on youth with BED in this respect.

4.4. Relevant Considerations

A final point needs to be made regarding obesity. Obesity is estimated to be comorbid
in 87% of individuals with BED, over the course of their lives [145]. This condition is a
potential confounder in studies in BED; it is associated with gliosis and neuroinflamma-
tion in reward brain regions [146], and obesity in adulthood has been associated with
similar brain inhibitory processing alterations (e.g., lower prefrontal activity) to obesity
with BED [43,118]. Some authors found greater reward response to food cues in obesity
(reviewed here [147]), but others, for example in children, failed to observe differences in
reward regions’ activity [148]. In addition, body interoceptive awareness is attenuated in
overweight and obese individuals [149], and some authors suggest that excess weight in
youth could be associated with a decreased insula response to interoceptive signals (i.e.,
satiation) but increased response toward external food cues [150].

Obesity has frequently been associated with similar neuropsychological and neu-
roimaging alterations to those in BED, and it is difficult to disentangle common and
differing vulnerability and maintaining factors. Control groups in studies need to consider
obesity as an important confounder factor. As previously mentioned, the literature is mixed
on the independent contribution of obesity and sBED/BED to alterations in brain circuitry
(Lavagnino et al. [43], as opposed to other studies [116,117]). Of note, a larger number of
studies in obesity exist, when compared to sBED and BED. Due to the high comorbidity
between conditions, it is likely that most studies in obesity include a significant number of
subjects with sBED/BED; however, such clinical characterization is frequently lacking.
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5. Ultra-Processed Food and Drinks and BED?

According to the NOVA classification, one of the most commonly used definitions
of ultra-processed foods (UPFs) [151] is ingredient formulations that result from series of
industrial processes [152] and that are characterized by no or relatively small amounts of
minimally processed foods that conserve their nutritional properties. In general, they have
low nutrient densities, and they are poor in protein, dietary fibre, and micronutrients. At
the same time, they have a high energy density, high contents of saturated and trans fatty
acids, added sugars, and salt [151]. Moreover, UPFs have a high content of additives (i.e.,
sweeteners, colorants, emulsifiers) intended to intensify their sensory qualities, palatability,
and attractiveness [153]. They may also contain chemicals acquired through contact ma-
terials, such as sophisticated packaging (e.g., bisphenol), and neo-formed contaminants
generated during food processing (e.g., acrylamide, acrolein) [154]. UPFs are engineered
to be highly rewarding and they are easily accessible, inexpensive, heavily marketed, and
habit forming [155]. These characteristics make UPFs different from processed foods, which
are identified by the NOVA classification as being made by adding culinary ingredients
(e.g., sugar, oil, salt) to simple unprocessed or minimally processed natural foods. In
addition, while these foods may contain additives to preserve the original food properties
or resist microbial contamination, they do not aim to imitate the sensory qualities of natural
foods. Finally, several industrial processes with no domestic equivalents are used in the
manufacture of UPF products (e.g., extrusion and moulding, and pre-processing for frying).

UPF consumption is associated with negative health outcomes among children and
adolescents, including cardiometabolic risk, asthma [156], and obesity [157,158]. Also,
growing evidence in both animals and humans suggests that highly processed foods may
trigger addictive processes that drive compulsive patterns of intake. A study by Ayton
and colleagues [51] was the first to objectively show that patients with a BED diagnosis, as
well as bulimia nervosa, consumed approximately 70% UPF, and that foods consumed in a
binge pattern were 100% UPF. This was then substantiated by a second study with a large
sample of participants [52]. In adolescents from the general population, UPF consump-
tion has also been associated with sBED conditions, including food addiction [159–161],
but in addition to internalizing problems [162], depressive symptoms [163], and anxiety-
induced disturbances [164]. However, despite these associations, the potential effect of
the consumption of UPFs on the brain systems implicated in BED and sBED remains to
be understood. This is worrying considering that, in some countries, children are highly
exposed to unhealthy foods from two years of age [53], a sensitive period because of the
unbalanced neurodevelopment between subcortical and prefrontal brain systems [165].

The first evidence that the consumption of UPFs may be associated with changes
in the brain systems underlying sBED and BED came from studies showing that the
viewing or anticipation of unhealthy foods in children changes the activation in brain
regions implicated in reward and cognitive processes (e.g., the orbitofrontal cortex, and
inferior frontal gyrus) [166,167]. These results are congruent with alterations in these
brain systems in BED and sBED sample groups [26,91,95,107,133]. In addition, it is also
of interest to consider that dietary exposure to high levels of foods rich in saturated fats,
added sugar, and salt shifts preference to foods with a higher concentration of these
substances [168,169]. The reshaping of the gustatory systems induced by these substances,
a mechanism known as chemosensory plasticity, may also affect the processing of taste,
and reward processes through interactions with the brain [168]. However, these studies
provide generic evidence of the effect of UPF. More compelling evidence comes from the
few studies that have explored the direct effect of UPF consumption. The first clinical trial
showed that a UPF diet increases fasting glucose, insulin levels, and the hunger hormone
ghrelin [170]. Also, a recent study reported prenatal UPF consumption to be negatively
associated with verbal functioning, including verbal expression and concept reasoning, in
early childhood (4–5 years of age) [171], skills that can predict emotional regulation abilities
in early adolescence [172]. Of note, albeit in an adult sample, a recently published study
showed the consumption of UPF to be positively associated with depressive symptoms but
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negatively associated with the grey matter volume within the frontolimbic brain circuits,
which in those with obesity also encompassed reward-related brain networks (i.e., the
ventral striatum) [173]. These preliminary studies indicate that the consumption of UPFs
may interact with emotional processes, as previously suggested in the context of the
consumption of unhealthy foods in BED [7,19]. However, to our knowledge, no previous
studies have investigated this in pediatric samples.

Regarding the effects of specific components and features of UPF, the content of
low-/no-calorie sweeteners (LNCSs) [174–176], their organoleptic properties (i.e., taste,
texture) [177], and design (e.g., ready to consume) [153] have been associated with reduced
satiety and overeating [51]. Regarding LNCSs, neuroimaging studies have provided
evidence that the sweet taste in the absence of nutritive carbohydrates may not lead to
changes in the functioning of the hypothalamus [178,179] and brain regions of the ventral
system (i.e., the nucleus accumbens, and the insula) [180]. Another study found that those
subjects that lacked activation of the insula following a non-nutritive sweetened drink also
showed higher total energy intake in a subsequent libitum buffet [181], and a recent review
showed that subcortical limbic brain regions are among the most commonly reported in
neuroimaging studies evaluating the processing of sugars and LNCSs. In addition, the soft
texture that characterizes some UPFs makes them easier to chew and swallow, with lower
satiation, increased eating rate, and higher overall food intake [177,182]. UPFs are designed
to be eaten fast, and it is well known that foods that can be ingested rapidly increase
subjective appetite and food intake [183], as well as the risk of overconsumption [184].

Finally, some preliminary studies have reported that the adverse effects of UPF ad-
ditives on gut health (see a review in [92]) may affect eating behaviours through induced
alterations in brain neurotransmission. In this line, a study showed that 6 months of
consumption of the artificial sweetener sucralose in drinking water in mice altered host
microbiota and related metabolites, including those belonging to the serotonin(5-HT)-
precursor tryptophan [185]. Inflammation and oxidative stress associated with a high
content of additives [186–188], trans fats [189–191], and advanced glycation end-products
can also alter neurotransmission in the ventral and dorsal systems [192]. This is of concern
if we consider that a proinflammatory immune profile has been reported by some studies
in people with BED and sBED forms [193]. In addition, higher doses or exposure to certain
nanoparticles (like those contained in food additives) in mice are associated with induced
impairment in DA and 5-HT neurotransmitters [194,195], cytotoxicity in glial cells and hip-
pocampal neurons [196], and hippocampal neuroinflammation [197]. Their accumulation
has been demonstrated in the hippocampus, hypothalamus, and cerebral cortex [186,198].
However, further studies should explore whether food-grade nanoparticles have similar
effects.

6. Conclusions: Future

Despite the scarce existing literature on sBED and BED in youths, the present review
established a parallelism in the impaired brain systems between these conditions (see
Figure 1). In particular, some evidence points towards a lack of emotional regulatory
mechanisms in BED and sBED, mostly involving reward-based processing and inhibitory
mechanisms involved in self-regulation, although studies may be biased by the neurocogni-
tive test or MRI task selected. Specifically, evidence of deficits in inhibitory control regions
has been found in youth with sBED and prior to sBED development, suggesting them as
potential early markers of sBED and possibly of BED. Additionally, studies have indicated
that hyperactivation in these regions among youth with sBED may represent potential early
brain compensatory mechanisms. In the case of BED, findings come from adult studies,
which indicate hypoactivation in inhibitory control circuits. In contrast, hyperactivation of
hub regions of the reward system seems to characterize both sBED and BED, as indicated
by data from adult studies and some studies involving youth. Of note, obesity is an im-
portant confounding factor in most of these findings, but it is rarely taken into account.
However, because the diagnosis of BED is mostly based on behaviour (except for the loss of
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control item), it is possible that different mechanisms involving an imbalance of inhibition
and reward-based systems could lead to a similar phenotypic presentation [199]. This is,
however, speculative at this point. It is likely that a more complex interplay between brain
systems is present, and other systems, such as those involved in interoceptive processes
and emotional identification, as well as emotional response, are gaining evidence. More
complex analysis regarding brain dynamics will probably help improve our understanding
of such altered patterns in BED, particularly during changing neurodevelopmental periods.
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Figure 1. Summary of theoretical approaches to BED emergence in the context of neurodevelopment.
From either a vulnerable (A) or healthy (B) starting point, and subject to external factors (C), a sBED
condition may or may not develop. From sBED, one group of subjects will develop BED, while others
will not.

A critical evaluation must be conducted regarding the potential association between
UPF consumption and the development of primary emotional regulation strategies, and
eating behaviours [98]. Excessive UPF exposure prior to adolescence may induce changes
in the frontolimbic brain circuits, as well as difficulties in emotional regulation processes at
adolescent stages. The risks should not be minimized regarding sBED/BED, and given that
UPF consumption is a modifiable factor, preventive and more strictly holistic strategies
should be enforced. This is even more important, considering that behavioural interven-
tions remain modest for BED [200]. Information about the potential interaction between
UPF consumption and age-related development vulnerability windows, as well as the ‘toxic
quantity’ of UPF that each subject might tolerate, should be examined in future studies.

With all the information reviewed in the present manuscript, it becomes apparent that
more clarity must be achieved in respect to groups of subjects with sBED conditions that
might be more vulnerable to the development of BED. More information about longitu-
dinal trajectories, and the risks and protective factors of BED development is needed. In
this regard, neuroimaging biomarkers might prove more valuable in clinical practice for
prognostic, rather than diagnostic purposes [201], and they might open up opportunities to
develop target-directed treatments (e.g., cognitive rehabilitation, neuromodulation strate-
gies). Finally, one other important question will need to be addressed in future studies:
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whether sBED is part of a dimensional continuum with BED or, rather, sBEDs are non-
pathological traits present in the general population that confer a risk for BED only in
vulnerable subjects.
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